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SPRAY BOOTE: 

Ernest F. Fisher, Passaic, N. S. 
Application May 13, 1941, Serial No. 393,220 

(C. 9-60) 0 (Cains. 

My invention relates to improvements in spray. 
coating and cleaning booths used in coating ob 
jects with paint, lacquers, oils and ceramic coat 
ings or metallizing materials or for Spraying partS 
With cleaning fluids for removing grease and dirt. 
One object of my invention is to provide a 

booth of this character in Which the fire and 
noxious fume hazard incident to the use of 
sprayed material is reduced to a minimum or en 
tirely eliminated. A further object of my in 
vention is to provide a booth of this character 
in which are incorporated improved means of 
removing the overspray from the both. A still 
further object of my invention is to incorporate 
in a booth of this character a means for cooling, 
Washing and handling air as covered by my Pat 
ent Number 2,032,404, March 3, 1936. 
These objects, as well as other advantages in 

herent in the invention, Will be apparent from 
a detailed description of the same in connection 
with the accompanying drawings in Which: 
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Figure 1 is a sectional side elevation taken on 
line -- Of Figure 2. Figure 2 is a Sectional front 
elevation of the booth taken on line 2-2 of Fig 
ure 1. Figure 3 is a sectional side elevation show 
ing a modification of this booth used for cleaning 
parts by spraying them. With a liquid solvent. 
This modification Will be referred to later. 

Referring to Figures 1 and 2 for the present, 
represents a tank divided into CompartmentSA, 
B and C by partitions 2, 21 and 3. The partition 
3 does not extend all the Way to the bottom of 
the tank. The tube plate 4 which supports Wen 
turi tubes T abuts the partitions 2 and 2 and 
completely separates compartmentSA and B and 
no air can pass from compartment B to A, unleSS 
it passes through the tubes T and through Vaned 
cones 5. Likewise no air can paSS from Compart 
ment C to B unless it passes underneath partition 
3. The plate 6 serves to direct the flow of water 
from spray pipe onto Surface of partition 3, 
spray pipe 7 being connected to manifold O by 
means of pipe 8 controlled by Valve 9. 
The bottom portion of compartment A which 

serves as a water chamber is divided by baffles 
and 2 into a clean Water chamber E and a 

dirty water chamber D. Chamber D is provided 
with a cleanout hopper 3 with a cover 3a. 
The bottom portion of compartments B and C 

also serves as a water chamber, the Water level 
in which is equalized with the water level in 
Water chamber in bottom of compartment A by 
means of holes 5 in partition 2 and is provided 
with a clean-out hopper 4 similar to clean-Out 
hopper 3, The tube plate 4a serves merely as 
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a means for holding the tubes T vertical and is 
attached to partition 2. 
The baffle 2 Serves also as a Wier Wall and 

holds back sediment that collects in chamber D. 
Bafile serves also as a skimmer Wall and pre 
vents solid matter that floats on top of water in 
chamber 2 from passing over Wier wall f2 into 
clear water chamber E. Turntable 6 serves as 
a. Support for the parts to be sprayed. 
The manifold is provided with a series of 

spray nozzles which spray liquid down tubes 
T. The suction pipe 9 and 9a of pump 8 com 
municates with clear water chamber E and pump 
48 pumps this water through pipe 2 which is 
connected to header pipe C, to Spray nozzles 
it. Spray eliminator plates 2 prevent any Water 
Spray from passing out With the clean air through 
Outlet 22. Y m 

The tubes T are preferably Venturi tubes, al 
though other types of tubes could be used; these 
tubes act as a Spirators, in that the concurrent 
downward fiOW of liquid and gas through these 
tubes create a suction in chambers B and C so 
that the flow of gas and liquid is from chamber 
C through passageway B, with a concurrent 
downward flow of gas and liquid through the 
tubes into chamber A. 

Pipe 23 connects with Suction pipe 9 of pump 
8 and supplies fresh make up water or an in 

hibiting chemical to spray nozzles and clear water 
chamber E. Outlet 2 is an overflow from cham 
bers B and C and outlet 25 is an overfioW from 
clear Water chamber E. Outlet 26 is an Overflow 
from chamber D. 
The operation of the Spray booth is as follows: 
Nozzles direct a powerful Spray of Water 

down the tubes T. These sprays induce a poW 
erful air flow downward through the tubes. This 
air pulls overspray and funes arising from Spray 
ing operations in Compartment C. Some of the 
overspray inpinges on the fooded plate 3 and 
falls With the Water into the Water chamber be 
low. The balance of the overSpray and funes 
With the air fioWS under the partition 3 into con 
partment B, thence down tubes T induced by 
the Spray fron nozzles . The mixture of over 
Spray, fumes and air inpinge on the Vaned cones 
5 and is ejected into chamber D where it is col 
lected as a matte Which floats on the Surface of 
the Water. The cleaned air passes out through 
clean air outlet 22. 
Water flows from charnber D Under Skinner 

Wall and over Wier wall f2 into clear water 
chamber E. As a constant Supply of fresh water 
flows into pump suction 9 through pipe 23, the 
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water in chambers D and E is constantly re 
newed leaving only a matte of gangue which 
floats on the surface of the Water in chamber 
D and is removed through clean-Out, hopper 3. 
Smaller particles of Solid in atter in chamber D 
are continually drained through the overflow 26. 
Small floating particles that may get into clear 
Water chamber E are drained through overflow 
25. When pump 8 is stopped, fresh water con 
tinues to flow into clear Water chamber E through. 
pipe 23 and keeps the clear Water chamber con 
tinually fiushed. This water also flows into 
chamber D and keeps it flushed. Inhibiting 
chemical also can be Supplied through pipe 23 
to prevent gumming of nozzles 7. However, I 
find that a Small quantity of fresh Water con 
tinually supplied through pipe 23 keeps the pump, 
nozzles and clear Water chamber E and chamber 
D clearn and no trouble is experienced. 
It is found that if fresh water is supplied 

through pipe 23, the overspray floats on top of 
Water in chamber D and can be removed as a 
solid matte periodically and no fouling of pump 
and nozzles is experienced. The fresh water 
need be only a small proportion of the total vol 
ume Supplied to the spray inozzles as approxi 
mately 95% is recirculated by the pump. The 
fresh Water pi'events concentration of solids in 
chambers D and E and aids in agglomerating the 
overspray into an easily removable matte which 
floats readily on the surface of the Water. The 
churning action of the Spray from the Vaned 
cones 5 on the Water in the Chamber below aids 
in agglomerating the OverSpray into a matte Very 
similar to the formation of butter in a churn, 
and a constant supply of fresh cold water aids 
in this process of conglomeration. In ceramic 
spraying, where it is desired to reclaim the over 
spray, no fresh water is added but the concern 
trate removed at Suitable intervals. Also, in 
ceramic spraying, no-noxious funes are involved 
and no gumming qf pump and nozzles are ex 
perienced because of the nature of the material 
Sprayed. 

Referring to Figure 3 which shows a modifica 
tion of my booth for cleaning parts by means of 
solvent spraying, the liquid overSpray from Spray 
chamber 33 drains into pan 3 and is kept Sepa 
rate from the water in liquid collecting chamber 
29. Thus the liquid overspray can be used over 
again and only the fumes aire condensed in the 
water in liquid collecting chamber 29. This mix 
ture of condensate and water or other absorbing 
liquid that may be used in place of Water, is 
pumped from chamber 2 by pump 32 through 
pipe 34 into disassociating tower 36 where the 
fumes are evaporated out of the absorbing liquid 
or the Water cooled to near the Wet bulb ten 
perature. The absorbing liquid is then pumped 
back to nozzles 7 through pipes 38, pump 8 and 
pipe 42 thus completing the cycle. 

. The tower 36 may be replaced with a settling 
tank in which the condensate can be separated 
from the absorbing liquid and the Solvent re 
claimed. 
Having thus described my invention, What I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is: 

1. A spray booth comprising the combination 
of a spray chamber, a liquid collecting chainber, 
a passageway connecting said chambers, saig 
passageway including at least one aspirator tube, 
and spray means for directing a liquid Spray 
through the aspirator tube into the liquid col 
lecting chamber, for creating a concurrent gas 
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2,337,983 
flow from the spray chamber through the pas 
sageway and aspirator tube into the liquid col 
lecting chamber. 

2. A spray booth comprising the combination 
of a Spray chamber, a liquid collecting chamber, 
a paSSageWay connecting said chambers, said 
passageway including a plurality of vertically 
positioned aspirator tubes arranged in side by 
side, parallel relationship, and spray means for 
directing a liquid Spray downwardly into each 
aSpirator tube and thence into the liquid col 
lecting chamber, for creating a concurrent gas 
flow from the Spray chamber through the pas 
Sageway and tubes into the liquid collecting 
chamber. 

3. A Spray booth comprising the combination 
Of a Spray chamber, means for flooding One Wall. 
of the Spray chainber, a liquid collecting cham 
ber, a paSSageway connecting said chambers, said 
paSSageWay including at least one Wenturi tube, 
and Spray means for directing a liquid spray 
through the Wenturi tube into the liquid collect 
ing chamber, for creating a concurrent gas flow 
from the Spray chamber through the passage 
Way and Wenturi tube into the liquid collecting 
chamber. 

4. A Spray booth comprising the combination 
of a spray chamber, means for flooding one wall 
of the Spray chamber, a liquid collecting cham 
ber, a paSSageWay Connecting said chambers, said 
passageway including a plurality of vertically 
positioned Wenturi tubes arranged in side by side, 
parallel relationship, and Spray means for di 
recting a liquid Spray down Wardly into each , i. 
Wenturi tube and thence into the liquid collect 
ing chamber, for creating a concurrent gas flow 
from the Spray chamber through the passageWay 
and tubes into the liquid collecting chamber. 

5. A spray booth comprising the combination 
of a Spray chanber, neans at the bottom of Said 
Spray chamber for collecting liquid overspray, 
a liquid collecting chamber, a passageway con 
necting said chambers, said passageway includ 
ing at least one a Spirator tube, and spray means 
for directing a liquid spray through the aspirator 
tube into the liquid Collecting chamber, for 
creating a concurrent gas flow from the Spray 
chamber through the passageway and aspirator 
tube into the liquid collecting chamber. 

6. A spray booth comprising the combination 
of a spray chamber, means at the bottom of said 
spray chamber for collecting liquid overspray, a 
liquid collecting chamber, a paSSageWay con- - 
necting said chambers, said passageway includ 
ing a plurality of vertically positioned aspirator 
tubes arranged in side by side, parallel relation 
ship, and spray means for directing a. liquid 
spray downwardly into each aspirator tube and 
thence into the liquid collecting chamber, for 
creating a concurrent gas flow from the spray 
chamber through the passageway and tubes into 
the liquid collecting chamber. 

7. A spray booth comprising the combination 
of a Spray chamber, a liquid collecting chamber, 
a passageway connecting Said chambers, said 
passageway including at least one vertically posi 
tioned aspirator tube, Spray means for directing 
a liquid spray downwardly through the aspirator 
tube into the liquid collecting chamber, for creat 
ing a concurrent gas flow from the Spray chan 
ber through the passageWay and aspirator tube 
into the liquid collecting chamber, and cone 
means at the lower end of the aspirator tube for 
laterally spreading the concurrent flow of gas 
and liquid. 
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8. A spray booth comprising the combination 

of a spray chamber, a liquid collecting chamber, 
a passageway connecting said chambers, said 
passageway including a plurality of vertically 
positioned Wenturi tubes arranged in side by 
side, parallel relationship, spray means for di 
recting a liquid spray downwardly into each 
Wenturi tube and thence into the liquid collect 
ing chamber, for creating a concurrent gas flow 
from the spray chamber through the passage 
way and tubes into the liquid collecting chamber, 
and cone means at the lower ends of each of the 
Venturi tubes for laterally spreading the Concur 
rent downward flow of gas and liquid. 

9. A spray booth comprising the combination 
of a spray chamber, a liquid collecting chamber, 
a passageway connecting Said chambers, said 
passageway including at least one aspirator tube, 
spray means for directing a liquid spray through 
the aspirator tube into the liquid collecting 
chamber, for creating a concurrent gas flow from 
the spray chamber through the passageway and 
aspirator tube into the liquid collecting chamber, 
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and means for circulating liquid from the liquid 
collecting chamber through said spray means, 
said recirculating means including means for 
removing from said liquid Spray material col 
lected thereby. 

10. A spray booth comprising the combination 
of a spray chamber, a liquid collecting chamber, 
a passageway connecting said chambers, said 
passageway including a plurality of vertically 
positioned aspirator tubes arranged in side by 
side, parallel relationship, Spray means for di 
recting a liquid spray downwardly into each 
aspirator tube and thence into the liquid col 
lecting chamber, for creating a Concurrent gas 
flow from the spray chamber through the pas 
sageway and tubes into the liquid collecting 
chamber, and means for circulating liquid from 
the liquid collecting chamber through said Spray 
means, said recirculating means including means 
for removing from said liquid spray material 
collected thereby. 

ERNEST. F. FISHER. 

  


